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Abstract The presence of possible lipid-binding regions

in the cytoplasmic or extracellular loops of membrane

proteins with an emphasis on protein translocation mem-

brane proteins was investigated in this study using bioin-

formatics. Recent developments in approaches recognizing

lipid-binding regions in proteins were found to be prom-

ising. In this study a total bioinformatics approach spe-

cialized in identifying lipid-binding helical regions in

proteins was explored. Two features of the protein

translocation membrane proteins, the position of the

transmembrane regions and the identification of additional

lipid-binding regions, were analyzed. A number of well-

studied protein translocation membrane protein structures

were checked in order to demonstrate the predictive value

of the bioinformatics approach. Furthermore, the results

demonstrated that lipid-binding regions in the cytoplasmic

and extracellular loops in protein translocation membrane

proteins can be predicted, and it is proposed that the

interaction of these regions with phospholipids is important

for proper functioning during protein translocation.

Keywords Eisenberg plot � Heliquest �
Lipid-binding region � Protein–lipid interaction �
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Introduction

It is nowadays well recognized that lipids play more roles

in cells than just forming a lipid bilayer in order to create

and maintain a membrane barrier. Over the past two or

three decades it has been fascinating to see how the field of

lipids and the notion of their multiple roles in biological

processes fully emerged and ultimately even led to a

completely new field in science, lipidomics (Wenk 2005).

A number of key findings have been important in this

respect. First of all it is clear that on the level of the lipids

themselves there is nowadays an awareness of the over-

whelming diversity of lipids present in biomembranes

(Dowhan 1997). Furthermore, on the level of the mem-

brane, instead of the idea of homogenously distributed

lipids in the membrane, a far more complex picture has

become apparent than previously anticipated, with a variety

of issues such as the heterogeneous distribution of lipids in

lipid domains (Brown and London 1998) and the possible

influence of the membrane curvature (Antonny 2011).

Our understanding of the role of lipids has evolved

further by numerous protein–lipid interaction studies which

indicated the influence of lipids on matters like protein and

peptide secondary structure (Keller et al. 1992; Deber and

Li 1995), transmembrane helix insertion (de Planque and

Killian 2003) and membrane protein assembly (Stiegler

et al. 2011). An important role of these studies has been the

use and subsequent development of biophysical approaches

suitable for protein–lipid interactions such as fluorescence

spectroscopy (Keller et al. 1995; Garcı́a-Sáez and Schwille

2008), ESR (Marsh 2010) and NMR (Ryba et al. 1986;

Marsh and Páli 2004). Thanks to all of these research

efforts, it is now believed that protein–lipid interactions are

involved in various processes such as membrane protein

functioning (Phillips et al. 2009), membrane protein
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folding (Bogdanov and Dowhan 1999), antimicrobial

peptide action (Haney et al. 2010) and protein translocation

(van Klompenburg and de Kruijff 1998).

Last but not least the search for and characterization of

lipid-binding domains in proteins have contributed to our

current notion of the diverse roles of lipids (Stahelin 2009).

The focus on these lipid-binding domains has led to an

increase in our understanding of their possible role in dis-

eases (Teasdale and Collins 2012) and as targets for drug

development (Sudhahar et al. 2008). The attention to and

ability to search even more specifically for lipid-binding

regions in proteins and peptides can be an important step in

understanding the role of lipids (Gautier et al. 2008; Brzeska

et al. 2010). In this respect the recently developed Heliquest

software, which enables identification of helical lipid-bind-

ing regions in proteins (Gautier et al. 2008), is a promising

tool, as demonstrated recently by the predicted multiple

lipid-binding regions in protein translocation motor proteins

(Keller 2011a). Together with the hydrophobic moment plot

methodology developed by Eisenberg et al. (1984), a

promising tool to predict all possible helical lipid-binding

regions in proteins is now available.

The presence of possible lipid-binding regions in the

cytoplasmic and extracellular loops of membrane proteins is

investigated in this study with an emphasis on protein trans-

location membrane proteins. Using the Heliquest software

(Gautier et al. 2008), stretches of amino acids can be inves-

tigated with the use of a discrimination factor that enables

discrimination between lipid-binding and non-lipid-binding

regions of proteins. The Eisenberg plot approach was used to

identify possible transmembrane helical segments and to

characterize the possible lipid-binding regions. It will be

demonstrated that in a number of the cytoplasmic and

extracellular loops of the protein translocation membrane

proteins investigated potential helical lipid-binding regions

are predicted, and the possible implications will be discussed.

Methods

Primary and Secondary Structure Identification

The primary structure of the proteins was obtained from the

Swiss-Prot sequence database, and the PBD codes used are

indicated in the results as described (see the various tables).

The included regions were checked for the extent of helicity

using the available crystal structure data and/or data

described in the corresponding sources. Additionally, sec-

ondary structure predictions were routinely checked using

the program SOPMA (Combet et al. 2000; http://npsa-pbil.

ibcp.fr/). Sequence alignment was performed using Clu-

stalW, version 2.0 (Larkin et al. 2007; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/

Tools/msa/clustalw2/).

Determination of Lipid-Binding Potential

The mean hydrophobicity (\H[), the hydrophobic moment

(lH) and the net charge (z) were calculated essentially as

described (Keller 2011a). In essence, in the analysis mode

18-residue windows were used, and for each sequence

under investigation the window with the highest discrimi-

nation factor was selected. The discrimination factor (D) is

defined as D = 0.944 (\lH[) ? 0.33 (z). When this dis-

crimination factor is above 0.68, the corresponding region

can be considered to be a (potential) lipid-binding helix

(Gautier et al. 2008; see http://heliquest.ipmc.cnrs.fr/ for

additional information).

Eisenberg Plot Approach

The Heliquest-generated Eisenberg plot approach was

essentially performed as described elsewhere (Keller

2011b). In essence, both the mean hydrophobicity (\H[)

and the hydrophobic moment (lH), as obtained by the

Heliquest software (Gautier et al. 2008), can be plotted.

The identification of possible transmembrane regions with

\H[ above 0.75 is the key parameter used in this study.

Helical Wheel Plot

The helical wheel representations were produced using the

HeliQuest software (Gautier et al. 2008); in the analysis

mode routinely 18-residue windows were used.

Structural Modeling

The 2D structural depiction of a number of studied proteins

was displaced with the aid of the launched database of

transmembrane proteins with known 3D structure called

TOPDB (Tusnády et al. 2008; http://topdb.enzim.hu/). The

3D structures of SecG were generated by molecular mod-

eling using I-Tasser (Zhang 2008; http://zhanglab.ccmb.

med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/). Molecular models were

viewed and analyzed using Chimera (Pettersen et al. 2004;

http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/). Final structural images

were customized using the freely available digital image

software analysis program GIMP (http://www.gimp.org).

Results

Rationale and Validation of the Lipid-Binding Region

Search Approach

The rationale behind the approach utilized in this study was

the use of the lipid-binding discrimination factor as deter-

mined by the Heliquest software (Gautier et al. 2008) in
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order to identify possible helical lipid-binding regions.

Additionally, the Eisenberg plot methodology was used

with Heliquest-generated data (Keller 2011b) in order to

identify possible lipid-binding regions missed by the lipid-

binding discrimination factor. The Eisenberg plot approach

was used to identify transmembrane (TM) helices and

possible surface-seeking helices. The validation of this

two-way approach has been demonstrated previously

(Keller 2011b). In short, the Heliquest lipid discrimination

factor was validated by the authors of the method report,

which introduced the Web server Heliquest (Gautier et al.

2008). For the validation, multiple experimentally dem-

onstrated lipid-binding proteins and peptides were used

(see also the Help page of the Web server for additional

information). The validation of the Eisenberg plot meth-

odology is convincingly demonstrated in the original arti-

cle (Eisenberg et al. 1984) and by the impressive number of

reports using this approach. The use of Heliquest data to

generate a hydrophobic moment plot is validated by the use

of the original databases used by Eisenberg and coworkers

and by additional examples of more recent reports with

well-documented experimental proof for lipid binding

(Keller 2011b).

The intrinsic nature of predictions is the uncertainty as

to whether an approach which proved to render valuable

data on one particular field (Keller 2011a) will work on

another yet virtually unexplored area. The loop regions in

membrane proteins were never systematically investigated

in terms of protein–lipid interactions and lipid-binding

ability. Two examples can be identified which approximate

this issue (Lensink et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2012). How these

examples fit into the results presented here will be elabo-

rated further in Discussion.

The Protein Translocation Membrane Proteins

Complex SecYEG

The membrane protein SecY is under physiological con-

ditions an integrative part of the SecYEG complex (see for

updated overviews Bondar et al. 2010; Mori et al. 2010).

The search for lipid-binding regions with the Heliquest-

generated data started with Escherichia coli SecY and

subsequently with SecY as found in Methanococcus

jannaschii. As depicted in Table 1, it is clear that in a

number of loop structures potential lipid-binding helices

can be predicted in SecY by the Heliquest lipid-binding

discrimination factor. According to the Eisenberg plot

approach, no surface-seeking helices could be identified.

For the sake of completion also the TM helices were

identified using the Eisenberg plot approach (see Supple-

mentary Data, Table S1, for full details). In Fig. 1, a rep-

resentation of the M. jannaschii SecY is depicted with the

identified potential lipid-binding regions and TM helices. A

number of interesting details are notable; for example, one

region, AA 54–71, is predicted by the Heliquest-generated

Eisenberg plot method to be a TM helix and appears in

TOPDB (as well as in TOPCON) as a membrane loop. The

positions of the identified TM helices are very much in line

with what is described in the literature as well as with the

results obtained by the state-of-the-art topology prediction

method TOPCONS (Bernsel et al. 2009), especially if one

takes the differences in the number of amino-residue

windows investigated into account (see Supplementary

Data, Table S2, for further details). With respect to the

differences between the organisms studied, obviously the

positions of the TM helices between E. coli SecY and

M. jannaschii SecY differ due to differences in primary

sequence. However, more interesting, as indicated in

Table 1, the number of lipid-binding regions differs in the

two organisms. One (and potentially two) lipid-binding

region can be identified in E. coli SecY, while three (and

potentially four) lipid-binding regions can be predicted in

M. jannaschii SecY.

The membrane protein SecE is, like SecY, an integrative

part of the SecYEG complex; and for both E. coli SecE and

M. jannaschii SecE a lipid-binding region could be iden-

tified in one of the loop structures (see Table 1). The lipid-

binding region in E. coli SecE is located between two TM

helices (see Table S1 for further details), while in

M. jannaschii SecE the predicted lipid-binding region is

located at the terminal end of the sequence. Again, subtle

but possibly relevant differences between the Sec proteins

from these two different organisms were found.

The membrane protein SecG completes under physio-

logical conditions the SecYEG complex. Throughout the

years several functions for SecG have been postulated

(Nishiyama et al. 1996; Bost and Belin 1997; Flower

2001). Recently, it has been convincingly demonstrated

that SecG inversion is coupled to protein translocation

activity (Morita et al. 2012). The search for lipid-binding

regions in both E. coli SecG and M. jannaschii SecG

rendered besides the well-known TM helices (see Table S1

for further details) also a helical lipid-binding region in one

of the loop structures (see Table 1). Details of the two

proteins are depicted in Fig. 2a. For example, the lipid-

binding region in E. coli SecG can be characterized as a

classical surface-seeking helix, as depicted in Fig. 2b.

Using the molecular modeling program I-Tasser (Zhang

2008), indicative 3D structures were generated as well (see

Supplementary Data, Fig. S1, for further details). Obvi-

ously, these structures are indicative since they are gener-

ated in the absence of membrane lipids and other

membrane proteins like SecY and SecE; the positioning of

the lipid-binding regions is, however, clearly indicated. It is

again clear that for SecG as well subtle but possibly
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important differences are found for the protein transloca-

tion membrane proteins in E. coli and M. jannaschii.

It is tempting to speculate about the reported SecG

inversion during protein translocation (Morita et al. 2012).

A role for the predicted lipid-binding regions in such

inversion of SecG might indicate one of the physiological

functions of lipid-binding regions.

The Protein Translocation Membrane Proteins

Complex SecDFyajC

The membrane protein SecD is under physiological conditions

an integrative part of the SecDFyajC complex (see for addi-

tional information Sagara et al. 1994; Tsukazaki et al. 2011). It

is clear that, besides the well-known and -described TM helices

(see for full details Supplementary Data, Table S3), in a number

of loop structures potential lipid-binding helices can be

predicted in SecD (see Table 2 for summary). In Fig. 3a the

sequence alignment of SecD in E. coli and Thermus thermo-

philus is depicted. The positions of the lipid-binding regions in

these two organisms are completely different. However, the

TM helices as predicted by the Heliquest-generated Eisenberg

plot approach can be aligned nicely. In an interesting sequence

alignment report (Eichler 2003) six conserved domains were

identified along the various bacterial species. Figure 3a depicts

these areas (in gray), and they were found to be aligned nicely as

well (see Supplementary Data, Fig. S2, for full details). How-

ever, the positions of the lipid-binding regions seem less strictly

conserved. Interestingly, one lipid-binding region in E. coli

SecD is located at the periplasmic side, as depicted in Fig. 3b.

Again, subtle but possibly important differences are found for

the protein translocation membrane protein SecD in the dif-

ferent organisms. Also, in the SecF protein, multiple lipid-

binding regions can be predicted. Interestingly enough, in

contrast to SecD, for SecF in T. thermophilus more lipid-

binding regions appear to be present than in E. coli SecF.

Finally, as depicted in Table 2 also for the membrane protein

yajC, part of the auxiliary SecDFyajC complex, a lipid-binding

region can be predicted.

The Protein Translocation Membrane Protein YidC

E. coli YidC is involved in the integration of membrane

proteins (Beck et al. 2001) and has been postulated to be a

membrane insertase for Sec-independent proteins (Serek

et al. 2004). It is clear that, besides the well-known and

-described TM helices (see for full details Supplementary

Data, Table S3), potential lipid-binding helices can be

predicted in a number of loop structures of YidC (see

Table 2 for summary). This result seems to underline that

Table 1 The identified lipid-binding regions of the protein translocation membranes of the SecYEG complex

Protein Sequence LBR Surface-seeking

E. coli SecY 9FQSAKGGLGELKRRLLFV26 Y N

101TLAEIKKEGESGRRKISQ118 Ya N

M. jannaschii SecY 17PVKEITFKEKLKWTGIVL34 Ya N

(1 RHZ) 100IPENRALFQGCQKLLSII117 Y N

357KGFRKSEKAIEHRLKRYI374 Y N

419LREKVSELHPAIAKLLNK436 Y N

E. coli SecE 71FAREARTEVRKVIWPTRQ88 Y N

M. jannaschii SecE 11QLKEFIEECRRVWLVLKK28 Y Yb

E. coli SecG 46SGSGNFMTRMTALLATLF63 Y Yb

M. jannaschii SecG 10ATSAGLIRYMDETFSKIR27 Y N

The lipid-binding region (LBR) is predicted by the Heliquest lipid-binding discrimination factor, and the surface-seeking potential is determined

by the Heliquest-generated Eisenberg plot approach
a Less than 50 % helical according to SOPMA. For the sake of comparison, because of the high degree of sequence homology between the two

SecY proteins, the regions are included in this overview
b Close to the border between globular and surface-seeking

Fig. 1 Topology model of M. jannaschii SecY, as obtained by

TOPDB (Tusnády et al. 2008). The indicated positions are based on

the Heliquest-generated data. In orange a membrane loop, instead of a

TM helix, is depicted (see ‘‘Results’’ section for further details)

(Color figure online)
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Fig. 2 Topology models of

E. coli SecG (left) and

M. jannaschii SecG (right), as

obtained by TOPDB (Tusnády

et al. 2008). The indicated

positions are based on the

Heliquest-generated data.

Helical wheel representation of

E. coli SecG(46–63). The best

18-residue window result is

depicted (see ‘‘Methods’’

section for details) (Color figure

online)

Table 2 The identified lipid-

binding regions of the protein

translocation membranes of the

SecDFyajC complex, YidC and

members of the

Tat pathway

Protein Sequence LBR Surface-seeking

E. coli SecD 225YAVQQNINILRNRVNQLG242 Y N

596GTRAIVNLLYGGKRVKKL613 Y N

T. thermohilus SecD 354RAGKKLRQAIPEGFRHST371 Y N

E. coli SecF 217VSDRIRENFRKIRRGTPY234 Y N

T. thermophilus SecF 207VSDRIRENQKLLRHLPYA224 Y N

227VNRSINQTLSRTVMTSLT244 Y N

278SIYVVSALVVAWKNRRKA295 Y N

E. coli YajC 42QQKRTKEHKKLMDSIAKG59 Y N

E. coli YidC 338QPLFKLLKWIHSFVGNWG355 Y Y

373TKAQYTSMAKMRMLQPKI390 Y N

524TIIQQQLIYRGLEKRGLH541 Y N

E. coli TatA 23KKLGSIGSDLGASIKGFK40 Y N

E. coli TatB 30KTVAGWIRALRSLATTVQ47 Y Y

62SLKKVEKASLTNLTPELK79 Y N

78LKASMDELRQAAESMKRS95 Y N

E. coli TatC 7QPLITHLIELRKRLLNCI24 Y Y
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the presence of more lipid-binding regions is a general

feature of all protein translocation membrane proteins.

The Protein Translocation Membrane Proteins TatA,

TatB and TatC

The twin-arginine translocation pathway also known as the

Tat pathway serves to actively translocate, in contrast to the

Sec pathway, proteins in a folded manner across a lipid

membrane (Shanmugham et al. 2006). In E. coli the Tat

system is minimally composed of the three integral mem-

brane proteins TatA, TatB and TatC. A number of Tat pro-

teins have been well studied when it comes to the presence of

lipid-binding regions and can therefore be used to check the

validity of the lipid-binding regions approach as used in this

study. For example, the protein translocation membrane

protein TatA was investigated in this study. Previously, one

transmembrane region (residues 4–21) and one amphipathic

helix (residues 23–44) were found and thoroughly investi-

gated (Greene et al. 2007). These findings correspond nicely

with the results obtained with the approach used in this

study, which also identifies one TM helix (residues 3–20)

using the Heliquest-generated Eisenberg plot approach and

one lipid-binding region (residues 23–40) using the Heli-

quest lipid-binding discrimination factor at virtually the

same position (see Table 2 and Supplementary Data, Table

S3, for full details).

The protein translocation membrane protein TatB was

investigated in this study as well. One transmembrane

region (residues 5–20) and one amphipathic helix (residues

23–53) were found previously (Lee et al. 2006). These

findings correspond nicely with the results obtained with

the approach used in this study, which also identifies one

TM helix (residues 3–20) and one lipid-binding region

(residues 30–47) at virtually the same position, both using

the Heliquest-generated Eisenberg plot approach. Interest-

ingly, two novel lipid-binding regions can be identified

(regions 62–79 and 78–95) with the use of the Heliquest

lipid-binding discrimination factor. The finding of these

two additional lipid-binding regions in the N-terminal

Fig. 3 Sequence alignment of E. coli SecD (P0AG90), Haemophilus
influenza SecD (P44591), T. thermophilus SecD (Q5SKE6) and M.
jannaschii SecD (Q57575), as obtained by ClustalW (Larkin et al.

2007). The indicated positions of the TM helices (underlined) and the

lipid-binding regions (colored) are based on the Heliquest-generated

data. The conserved domains as defined by Eichler (2003) are

indicated in gray. The lines of amino acids containing TM helices are

underlined, and the lipid-binding helices are indicated in red. In the

lower part of the figure a topology model of E. coli SecD, as obtained

by TOPDB (Tusnády et al. 2008) is depicted (Color figure online)

b
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region might explain why removal of the TM helix still

renders peripheral interactions of TatB with the cytoplas-

mic membrane (de Leeuw et al. 2001).

The protein translocation membrane protein TatC was

also investigated in this study. The approach used in this

study identified one lipid-binding region (residues 7–24)

and five TM regions (see Table 2 and Supplementary Data,

Table S2, for full details). The lipid-binding region in TatC

is, together with the first lipid-binding region (residues

30–47) of TatB, the only amphipathic helix which can be

characterized as a classical surface-seeking helix as defined

by Eisenberg plot analysis. All other lipid-binding regions

in the Tat membrane proteins can only be identified by the

Heliquest lipid-binding discrimination factor.

Discussion

Protein–lipid interactions play an unquestionably signifi-

cant role in multiple cellular processes. The identification

of lipid-binding regions in such proteins could contribute to

a better mechanistic understanding of such protein–lipid

interactions. In the protein translocation motor protein

SecA, for example, two lipid-binding regions were postu-

lated as a possible explanation of the experimental obser-

vations of phospholipid vesicle aggregation (Breukink

et al. 1993). These postulated lipid-binding sites were

recently predicted by the use of bioinformatics approaches

along with a substantial number of novel lipid-binding

regions (Keller 2011a). This is interesting since it has been

proposed previously (Yang et al. 1997; Wang et al. 2003;

Chen et al. 2007) and recently experimentally demon-

strated that SecA alone can promote the translocation of a

precursor protein (Hsieh et al. 2011). In other words, when

SecA can facilitate the protein translocation of a precursor

protein in a pure lipid system (Hsieh et al. 2011) this

requires most likely multiple lipid-binding regions in the

SecA protein, indicating the physiological relevance of

lipid-binding region predictions.

Impressive progress has been made in our understanding

of the functioning of membrane proteins and the process of

membrane protein assembly and folding (von Heijne 1994;

Vitrac et al. 2011). Although a role for the loop regions in

membrane protein assembly has been postulated (von Heijne

and Gavel 1988) and demonstrated (van Klompenburg et al.

1997), it is clear that the primary focus in membrane pro-

teins, when it comes to protein–lipid interactions, has been

on the TM helices. This study provides a first systematic

attempt to focus on the loop regions in protein translocation

membrane proteins in relation to possible involvement of

protein–lipid interactions in such regions. Due to the fact that

crystallization of proteins remains a difficult and even a

hazardous process (Chayen and Saridakis 2008), for fragile

proteins like SecDF and SecYEG it is often noticed that such

proteins are isolated from more extremophile or thermophile

origins with the idea that proteins isolated from such

organisms are more firm and stable. For this reason, the

sequences of SecYEG and SecD were investigated not only

from the most studied organism, E. coli, but also from

M. jannaschii and T. thermophiles, respectively.

The results clearly demonstrate the power of the

approach based on Heliquest-generated data. First of all, in

the loop structures of all investigated protein translocation

membrane proteins one or more potential helical lipid-

binding region can be predicted based on the Heliquest

approach. In this approach the secondary prediction

method SOPMA is routinely used along with secondary

structural data obtained from other sources like the crystal

structure. Despite its relatively straightforward approach,

this method seems to be remarkably reliable since the

predictions correspond very well with secondary predic-

tions as given by, for example, a state-of-the-art program

like I-Tasser (Zhang 2008) (see, e.g., the comparison for

SecG in Supplementary Data, Table S4).

Furthermore, the TM helices are well depicted in the

structure based on the Heliquest-generated Eisenberg plot

approach. As discussed in the Results section, the positions

of the TM regions correspond remarkably well with the

state-of-the-art topology program TOPCONS (Bernsel

et al. 2009) (see, e.g., the SecY comparison in Supple-

mentary Data, Table S2). In this respect it is interesting to

note that the TOPCONS results concerning the absolute

value of the Z coordinate (as expressed in Å
´

) seem to

indicate that the lipid-binding regions are positioned either

flat on the plane of the membrane or slightly tilted in the

headgroup region of phospholipids. Using TOPCONS, no

so-called reentrant regions were found for the protein

translocation membrane proteins (data not shown).

The results for proteins like TatA and TatB seem to

indicate the predictive power of the Heliquest-generated

data approach since all TM helices and lipid-binding

regions as described in the literature (Lee et al. 2006;

Greene et al. 2007) are nicely identified. The possible lipid-

binding ability of membrane loop regions has not been

systematically investigated. Recently, however, two arti-

cles were published which approximate this issue. One

molecular dynamic simulation study (Lensink et al. 2010)

identified a specific protein–lipid interaction in LacY

between Asp-68 and PE. Indeed, a Heliquest lipid-binding

discrimination factor search renders a lipid-binding region,

AA 65–82 (H = 0.748, H = 0.165, z = 2), which corre-

sponds nicely. Another recent report (Liu et al. 2012)

identified a lipid interaction at the C terminus in the ER

protein atlastin. Indeed, a lipid-binding region, AA 1–18,

could be identified (H = 0.519, H = 0.480, z = 0), which

is missed by the Heliquest lipid-binding discrimination
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factor but is nicely identified as a possible surface-seeking

helix by the Eisenberg plot methodology. Together with the

confirmatory results of the predictions of, for example,

TatA, this seems to indicate that the predictions as deter-

mined in this study represent a reasonable predictive value,

presumably higher than 80 %, as discussed and presented

previously (Keller 2011b).

The physiological relevance of lipid-binding regions

might be multifunctional. The positive inside rule as pos-

tulated by von Heijne and coworkers (von Heijne and

Gavel 1988; von Heijne 1992) basically states that apolar

regions in the TM helices are targets for membrane inte-

gration and that charged residues in the loop regions pro-

vide topological information. This obviously provides one

possible role of the lipid-binding regions in loop structures

of certain membrane proteins. The results as described in

this study indicate that in protein translocation membrane

proteins the lipid-binding regions in the loop structures

might be actively involved in protein translocation. It is

interesting to note that the lipid-binding regions are pri-

marily located on the cytoplasmic side of the protein

translocation membrane proteins, which is the initial side

of action when it comes to protein translocation. Only in

the case of SecDFyajC can a number of lipid-binding

regions on the periplasmic side be identified. Indeed, this

complex is believed to fulfill its auxiliary effect on the

periplasmic side. Last but not least is the demonstrated

SecG inversion during protein translocation (Morita et al.

2012), an example of a process where lipid-binding regions

in loop structures of protein translocation membrane pro-

teins might be involved during one or more stages of

protein translocation.
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